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all Questions

Define the

a)

foliowing terms:

InterneU

b) Intranet;

c) Topology
d) Internet

el
iiJ

of the InterneU

Service Provider[ISPJ;

Distributedapplications.

Describe the uses of the internet.

iii) Briefly explain

each layers of

TCP/lP Reference Model:

iv) Distinguish between Transmission Control Protocol ITCP) and User Datagram
Protocol [UDP].

v)

Briefly explain the IPV4 [classfulJ format:

vi) Briefly explain the following two approaches:

a)

Dual Stack approach;

b) Tunneling approach.
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Q2)

i)

List three protocols which are commonly used
in E-mail. State the main fun
those protocols.

ii)

Distinguish between persistent and non-persistent
connections.

iii)

Consider the url

and write the

steps to fetch this site using non-persistent
connection.

iv) Explain the HTTp Request and Response

v) Briefly describe the scenario

messages

with the exampre.

to send an e-mail from a person Bob to Bubby.

-' "'

Q3l

't

i)

What is meant by Subnetting and Why
we need to subnet the net,Jrzork add

iiJ consider an organization that needs to
assign 120 hosts to connect th$
Explain how to choose the most appropriate
lpv4 class in classfuladdress.
i

ii) Consider a class B address: 129.10.h.h,
and its default subnet mask of
this needs to be rearranged with its 120
subnets, find the following:

aJ Subnet

in

ZSS.Z5

mask;

bl IP address ofSubnet 2 andits usable host range;
cJ

3.d Subnet ID and Broadcast address;

dJ What subnet does the address IZg.t0.Zt.Z00.
iv)

ThJ source host has an Ip address of 1,94.168.0.1
and a subnet ma
255'255.255.0. The destination host has
an rp address of 194.168.25.33. De

whether these hosts are on the same subnet
or different subnets.

What is the main difference between HTML and XHTML?
Briefly describe the use of the following tags:

aJ <html></html>;

b)

<body bgcolor=?>;

cl <em></em>;
d) <ul></ul>;

e) .a href=?>.

in the difference between lossy and lossless data compression:

down three services of Domain Name System[DNS)'
we need to compress data in a multimedia syStem and

list

two types of data

on methods.

Run Length Encoding (RLE) data coniprressiQlt.technique

to write

the

ts for the following inputs:
COMPPPPUTER;
CCCCCCCCCOMPUTERR;
COMPUTERSSSSSSSSSSSSCIIIIIENCCCCCCC."....CCCCC
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